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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Just-In-Time Defined

In this report, just-in-time (JIT) is defined to mean that

physical goods arrive just in time to be used, processed, or

transported. For manufacturers, inbound JIT means that inbound

materials and/or parts arrive just in time to be used in the

production process. On the outbound side, one version of JIT is

that the manufacturer is a JIT vendor and is expected to supply a

customer(s) that has adopted the JIT concept on its inbound side.

A second version of outbound JIT is when a manufacturer's goods

are moved out as soon as their production is completed. A main

purpose in JIT systems is often to reduce the manufacturer's

inbound or outbound inventory level.

Manufacturers that use JIT are assumed to have certain

characteristics regarding their size, location, products

produced, and type of manufacturing (repetitive or non-

repetitive).

Just-In-Time and Transportation

Transportation is a critical element in any JIT system and

several transportation practices can be affected by the need to

support a manufacturer's inbound and/or outbound JIT system.

These include a shift in who has control over transportation

(manufacturer or vendor/customer), the size of and frequency of

shipments, the lengths of haul, the number of carriers used, and
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the modes of transportation chosen. In addition, transportation

costs may be affected.

Purpose of the Study

The objectives of the study were to determine (1) the extent

to which manufacturers in Minnesota and Wisconsin have adopted

the JIT concept for inbound or outbound movements; (2) what kinds

of firms can successfully use JIT in terms of their size, plant

location, products produced, and type of manufacturing

(repetitive or non-repetitive); (3) for those manufacturers that

have adopted the JIT philosophy, what their reasons were for

doing so and, for non-users of JIT, why they had not done so; and

(4) to what extent the assumptions concerning the use of

transportation in a JIT environment are supported by the

experience of manufacturers in Minnesota and Wisconsin, i.e.,

what was the effect of their participation in JIT on their use of

transportation. The study, conducted in 1989-1990 followed a

preliminary study conducted in 1988-1989.

Methodology Used in the Study

A random sample of 281 manufacturers with fifty or more

employees in Minnesota and Wisconsin was selected for inclusion

in a mail questionnaire study. The return of usable

questionnaires was 97, or 34.5 per cent, which is considered to

be very good for a study of this kind. Of the 97 firms that

returned usable questionnaires, 29, or 29.9 per cent, were users
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of JIT, either on the inbound or outbound side or both sides; 68

were non-users. Of the 29 JIT users, 27 used inbound JIT and 21

used outbound JIT. Ten of the JIT users and ten of the non-users

of JIT were interviewed personally on an in-depth basis.

Throughout the study, comparisons were made between JIT

users and JIT non-users regarding the effect of the adoption of

JIT on inventory levels and transportation management.

Conclusions

Use of Just-In-Time in Minnesota and Wisconsin

JIT is found extensively among manufacturers in Minnesota

and Wisconsin, despite their distance from major markets and

supply points. JIT is found among all sizes of manufacturers and

in remote locations as well as in large cities. JIT involves a

very wide variety of manufactured products and both repetitive

and non-repetitive manufacturing systems. These characteristics

of JIT users are contrary to what is expected of JIT companies.

The motivation for using JIT is often to reduce the amount

of inventory held, frequently associated with a co-objective of

improving the quality of the products or materials involved.

Implementation of a JIT system can be a long-term process and

inclusion of all inbound or outbound materials in a JIT system is

rare.
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Inbound JIT has generally been successful in reducing the

amount of inbound inventory carried by manufacturers, but

outbound JIT has been less successful in reducing inventory.

Just-In-Time and Transportation

Some of the findings were inconsistent with the assumptions

made about JIT and its relationship to transportation.

The assumption that the manufacturer should have control

over transportation in JIT systems was generally supported among

inbound JIT companies but less so among outbound JIT companies.

The assumption that the adoption of JIT leads to smaller

shipment size was partially supported.

As to frequency of shipments, there is evidence that

whatever increase in frequency occurred after implementing JIT

systems would have happened without JIT.

There is no evidence that the institution of JIT has any

effect of shortening the length of haul (distances between

manufacturers and vendors/customers).

There is no support in the study of the assumption that the

adoption of JIT results in a reduction in the number of carriers

used.

The modal choices of the JIT firms generally conform to what

would be expected of JIT users, although non-users made similar

choices.

Transportation cost increases usually do not occur after JIT

is implemented, contrary to what is usually assumed about JIT.
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Implications for Manufacturers

There are opportunities for manufacturers in the Upper

Midwest and elsewhere to implement JIT to their advantage. A

manufacturer may be a good candidate to be successful in using

JIT even though it does not have the characteristics usually

expected of JIT manufacturers regarding size, location, products

produced, and type of manufacturing. The chief benefit of JIT

remains reducing the waste associated with carrying inventory.

Implications for Carriers

JIT represents an opportunity also for for-hire carriers,

especially for contract motor trucking, and somewhat less so for

LTL common carriage, as more manufacturers adopt the JIT concept

or expand their use of JIT. Private carriage also has a place in

JIT. A for-hire carrier can benefit greatly from becoming part of

a JIT system if it is willing to comply with what is required.

There are questions about the costs incurred when operating in a

JIT system and being compensated properly for what is done for

the manufacturer.
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Part I--INTRODUCTION

One of the more important changes that has taken place in

the United States economy in the past ten to twenty years has

been the revival of interest in the just-in-time (JIT) concept by

manufacturing companies. As the term is used in this study, JIT

is an attempt to eliminate waste in inventory by having physical

goods arrive "just-in-time" to be used, processed, or

transported, thereby reducing or eliminating entirely the amount

of inventory carried. For manufacturers, inbound JIT means that

inbound materials and/or parts arrive just-in-time to be used in

the production process. On the outbound side, one version of JIT

is that the manufacturer is a JIT vendor and is expected to

supply a customer(s) that has adopted the JIT concept on its

inbound side. In this case, the vendor must operate on its

outbound side in tune with the requirements of the JIT

customer(s). Another version of outbound JIT for a manufacturer

is when the manufactured goods are moved out (transported) as

soon as their production is completed. In these several kinds of

JIT, an objective is often to reduce the level of the

manufacturer's inbound or outbound inventory.

Manufacturers that use JIT are assumed to have certain

characteristics regarding their size, location, products

produced, and type of manufacturing (repetitive or non-

repetitive).

The implementation of JIT can have significant impact on the

management of transportation by manufacturing companies.



Therefore, it is in the interest of manufacturers contemplating

adoption of JIT and of the transportation industries to learn

about the connection between JIT and transportation.

The published literature on the relationship between JIT and

the use of transportation by manufacturers is limited. Although

there is a great deal of published work on the concept of JIT,

including what it is and what it is supposed to accomplish, there

is a lesser amount of literature available on the extent to which

it has actually been used in the United States and by whom in

specific rather than general terms. There is a still lesser

amount of published work on the impact of JIT on the use of

transportation.

Therefore, the study reported on here dealing with the

relationship between JIT and the use of inbound and outbound

transportation by manufacturers in Minnesota and Wisconsin could

make a valuable contribution to the JIT literature.

Part II of this report deals with the JIT concept and its

development in the United States and Part III explains the

assumed or expected relationship between JIT and transportation.

Parts IV and V include a discussion of the purpose of the study

and the methodology used. Part VI contains the findings of the

study and the conclusions may be found in Part VII.

Karen S. Goodner, graduate student in Logistics Management

in the Carlson School of Management, served as the Research

Assistant on the project assisting with the literature search,

sample design, questionnaire development, personal interviews,



and tabulation. Philip T. Evers, graduate student in Logistics

Management, did the statistical analysis.

The study was sponsored by the Center for Transportation

Studies at the University of Minnesota.

Part II--THE JUST-IN-TIME CONCEPT

In this report, JIT is defined to mean that physical goods

arrive just in time to be used, processed, or transported. A main

purpose of JIT systems often is to reduce or eliminate

inventory.

Development of Just-In-Time

During the 1970's and 1980's a number of significant changes

took place in United States manufacturing, much of it as a

response to its loss of competitiveness with foreign

manufacturing.' Among these changes was a revival of interest in

the JIT concept, an idea that had been used by some American

companies as long ago as the early 1900's. However, the use of

JIT in the United States was limited until the 1970's. As

competitive pressure and the understanding of JIT increased, JIT

became a popular concept among many American business managers in

the 1970's and 1980's, encouraged to a great degree by the

success in Japan.2



Industries Involved

Schonberger expressed the idea that JIT principles are well

suited to manufacturers that have products with high volume

demand that can be produced with repetitive manufacturing

techniques.3 Others also recognized these characteristics as the

most appropriate for JIT success. For example, Jackson said that

JIT is applicable to almost any high volume, repetitive

manufacturing operation and can be successfully adopted outside

Japan and outside the automobile industry.4

Initially, the American industries that implemented JIT in

the 1970's were those which competed directly with Japanese

firms. They produced the same products as their Japanese

counterparts so that transfer of JIT methods was direct. The

automotive, motorcycle, electronics, and appliance manufacturing

industries were the primary industries involved in early JIT

implementation. They are high volume, repetitive production

industries. However, as the United States gained experience with

JIT, some companies that do not have high volume demand and do

not have products that can be produced with repetitive

manufacturing techniques have found that JIT principles can be

adopted.

Part III--JUST-IN-TIME AND TRANSPORTATION

JIT involves linkages between manufacturer and vendor and

manufacturer and customer. Therefore, transportation is a

critical element in any JIT system. Traditional transportation



practices can be affected and may require change in order for

transportation to effectively support the JIT system. Who

controls the transportation, the size of and frequency of

shipments, the lengths of haul, the number of carriers used, and

the mode and carrier choice are the transportation-related issues

that JIT can impact. The cost of transportation can also be

affected. Although these issues are important, only a few authors

have addressed them, and usually on the inbound side only.

In regard to the issue of control of transportation, because

transportation usually gets more attention from management when a

manufacturer adopts JIT, and because transportation must play its

proper role in a JIT system in order for it to work, it is

assumed that the manufacturer would take control of the

transportation involved, whether it be inbound or outbound

transportation. Such control includes deciding upon modes and

individual carriers used and other aspects of the transportation

process.5 The possibility of conflict on this issue between

vendor and buyer is obvious.

It is generally agreed that the shipments made in JIT

systems should be smaller and more frequent than in non-JIT

systems. The benefits of consolidation of these small shipments

to reduce transportation costs in JIT systems have been studied

by some authors.6

Not so much agreement can be found as to the length of haul.

Many writers believe that suppliers should be located near the

buying firm in order for JIT to be most effective. This is
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because of the need for frequent and dependable deliveries.

However, Anderson and Quinn7 suggested that reform of

transportation regulation made longer distances feasible in JIT

systems because the transportation costs can be better controlled

than in the period prior to reform.

And Ansari8 observed that, in spite of the indication in the

literature that geographic location of suppliers is important in

JIT, only two out of 21 companies responding to his survey

indicated that location of suppliers was an important factor. In

fact, eleven of the 21 said that location was of little or no

importance. Issues like quality, on-time delivery, and fair

pricing were more important in the selection of suppliers.

Bartholomew9 agreed, observing that United States auto suppliers

are not necessarily close to the assembly plants. He did not

expect that adoption of JIT would cause suppliers to move their

plants closer to their customers in the United States.

It is expected that, in a JIT system, the relationship

between the JIT manufacturer and the carriers used will be

expanded, and that carriers will need to provide services such as

consolidation, tightly scheduled deliveries, better shipment

tracing, improved communications, and even specialized vehicles.

Fewer carriers with longer-term relationships might result

because of the need to have improved service.

The mode of transportation used for JIT may be different.

Hoeffer said there is a natural implication in JIT that motor

trucks will replace railroads. Furthermore, air freight which
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provides reliable service might see more use."1 Lieb and Miller

found that the main losers in the JIT systems of the Fortune 500

firms studied were railroads while contract carrier trucking was

the most frequent beneficiary.1 However, Higginson and Bookbinder

suggested that there are opportunities for railroads in JIT under

certain circumstances.12

It is often accepted that the use of JIT will cause

transportation costs to increase. This is because of the smaller

shipments, greater frequency of movement, poorer vehicle

utilization (because of smaller shipments and empty back haul

problems), and a shift to higher-cost modes. Perry referred to

this as the substitution of transportation assets for inventory

assets. '

Part IV--PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The practicality of the use of JIT by manufacturers may vary

by geographic region in the country. One reason for this is the

spatial relationships involved in JIT, i.e., distance from

vendors and/or customers may be important in determining the

success of JIT because it affects inbound and/or outbound transit

time and consistency and reliability of service. The disagreement

over this issue was referred to earlier. Minnesota and Wisconsin

are not in the industrial belt of the United States and are far

from most markets and are often far from their suppliers. As a

consequence, they may be less likely to adopt the JIT philosophy

than are manufacturers in some other parts of the country.



A second reason for the practicality of JIT varying in

different parts of the country has to do with the kinds of

products manufactured. It may be that the kinds of products

produced and also the associated inbound materials and parts

received in Minnesota and Wisconsin are less well suited to JIT

than is the case elsewhere in the United States.

Therefore, objective (1) of the study was to determine the

extent to which manufacturers in Minnesota and Wisconsin have

adopted the JIT concept for inbound or outbound movements.

Objective (2) was to determine what kinds of firms can

successfully use JIT in terms of their size, plant location,

products produced, and type of manufacturing (repetitive or non-

repetitive).

Objective (3) was to determine, for those manufacturers that

have adopted the JIT philosophy, what their reasons were for

doing so. Conversely, for those manufacturers that have not

embraced JIT, an attempt was made to determine why they had not

done so. The study also inquired into the completeness of

implementation of JIT and the effect of JIT on inventory levels.

Objective (4) of the study was most important. It was to

determine to what extent the assumptions discussed earlier

concerning the use of transportation in a JIT environment are

supported by the experience of manufacturers in Minnesota and

Wisconsin, i.e., what was the effect of their participation in

JIT on their use of transportation.
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The study reported on here was conducted in 1989-1990. It

followed a preliminary study conducted in 1988-1989 which dealt

with many of the same issues but with inbound JIT only and with a

more loosely designed and smaller sample. It was intended to

determine whether or not further study was in order."4  In that

study, it was found that there probably is substantial use of

inbound JIT by manufacturers of various kinds in the two states

and that their participation in JIT had the expected effects on

their use of transportation in some respects but not so in other

respects. The study reported on here dealt with both inbound and

outbound JIT systems and had a more scientifically constructed

and larger sample.

Part V--METHODOLOGY USED IN THE STUDY

Literature Search

An extensive search of the literature was made to determine

what information was available on the development of the JIT

concept in the United States, the extent of its use in the

country and by what kinds of industries and companies, and the

results of its implementation in terms of success or failure.

Included also was a search for published material on the impact

of the implementation of JIT on the use of transportation by

those manufacturers that have made use of it.



Mail Questionnaire Study

A combination of a mail questionnaire study and personal

interviews conducted in the spring and summer of 1990 was used to

identify the extent of use of JIT by manufacturers in Minnesota

and Wisconsin and the effect of JIT on their use of

transportation and to provide the other information necessary to

reach the objectives of the study.

The Mail Sample

Mail questionnaires were sent to 300 manufacturers that had

manufacturing facilities in Minnesota or Wisconsin, divided

equally between the two states. They were randomly selected from

the Minnesota Directory of Manufacturers'5 and the Wisconsin

Manufacturers Register.'6 These two directories purport to include

all manufacturing firms in the two states.

Selection of firms to be included in the mail sample was

based upon only one criterion--the size of firm as indicated in

the directory. The preliminary study and other experience

indicated that very small firms were not likely to be JIT users

and they are less likely than larger firms to be willing to

participate in studies of the kind conducted. Therefore, it was

decided that manufacturers with less than fifty employees would

not be included in the mail sample and they were removed from the

universe before the random selection was made. Other than this

size limitation, there was no attempt to select manufacturers on

the basis of whether or not they were likely users of JIT or the
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kinds of products manufactured, or other criteria. The idea was

that the study would include a representative picture of the use

of JIT by all of the manufacturers with fifty or more employees

in the two states. Consequently, many manufacturers were included

that were not able to use JIT because of the character of the

firm or the industry they were in.

The Mail Questionnaire

The questionnaire used was dual-purpose in that it could be

filled out by both JIT users or non-users. The first eleven

questions were common to both groups of recipients. The remaining

questions were directed to either users or non-users, not both.

This part amounted to ten questions for non-users of JIT and

twelve questions for users. Most questions could be answered by a

check mark or circle with space for comments provided.

About seven weeks after the first mailing, a follow-up

letter and a new copy of the questionnaire were sent to those

that had not responded.

In cases where responses were not usable because the firm

turned out to be not a manufacturer and in cases where the firm

could not be found or was out of business, when possible a

replacement firm was substituted on the mailing list without

disturbing the random character of the list.
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Questionnaire Returns

Of the 300 firms on the modified mailing list, nineteen

turned out to be ineligible for the study because they were not

manufacturers or they were out of business or could not be found.

Of the balance of 281, 97 usable questionnaires were returned.

This return of 34.5 per cent is considered to be very good for a

study of this kind, especially since many small firms were

included in the mailing.

Because a random sample was used, each manufacturer with at

least fifty employees had an equal chance of being on the mailing

list, thereby eliminating bias caused by size of firm, kinds of

products manufactured, location, and so on. However, there is a

deficiency that is found in all mail surveys caused by the fact

that it is not known how the non-respondents would have answered

the questions. A bias may be caused by the fact that JIT users

may have been more likely to respond than non-users, thereby

causing an under representation of non-users. However, the letter

accompanying the questionnaire and the questionnaire itself

encouraged all mail questionnaire recipients to respond, whether

or not they were JIT users. The fact that so many non-users did

respond (68 firms) indicates that this problem was minimized.

Of the 97 firms that returned usable questionnaires, 29, or

29.9 per cent, said that they were users of JIT either on the

inbound or outbound side or on both sides. Sixty-eight firms, or

70.1 per cent, said that they were not users of JIT either
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inbound or outbound (although some of them were users of JIT

internally within the manufacturing operation). It was found

that, with a confidence level of 95.0 per cent, the binomial

confidence interval was from 20.7 per cent to 39.1 per cent,

i.e., there was a 95.0 per cent confidence that the proportion of

JIT users among Minnesota and Wisconsin manufacturers with fifty

or more employees was between 20.7 and 39.1 per cent. The

financial and practical limits on the scope of the study were

such that a more precise confidence interval could not be

obtained. Given the circumstances, however, the confidence

interval is satisfactory and it is safe to conclude that a large

share of Minnesota and Wisconsin manufacturers have adopted the

JIT philosophy, either inbound or outbound, or both.

Characteristics of Respondents

Size of Firm. Of the 97 manufacturers that returned usable

questionnaires in the mail study, 96 reported their annual sales

volume. Of these, 39, or 40.6 per cent, had annual sales of less

than $10 million. Thirty-six, or 37.5 per cent, had sales of $10

million to $49,999,999, while 21.9 had $50 million or more in

annual sales, representing 21.6 per cent of the total.

Thus, a large share of the firms (78.1 per cent) had sales

of less than $50 million; with 40.6 per cent having less than $10

million, meaning that a large number of small firms were

included.
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Six of the responding firms had less than fifty employees in

Minnesota and/or Wisconsin, although it was intended not to

include firms that small. Twenty-two had between fifty and 74

employees in the two states; thirteen had between 75 and 99; 28

had between 100 and 249; ten had between 250 and 499; ten had

between 500 and 999; three had between 1,000 and 1,999; and only

one had 2,000 or more employees in the two states. Some

respondents had employees elsewhere as well. Four did not answer

the question.

These numbers indicate that over two-thirds (69) of the

responding manufacturers had less than 250 employees in the two

states and over forty per cent (41) had less than 100. Therefore,

smaller firms were well-represented in the study.

Location of Firms. Of the 97 responding manufacturers, 53

had production facilities in Minnesota and 39 had such facilities

in Wisconsin, while five others had facilities in both states.

Dispersion of the firms geographically was good; 29 were

located in the metropolitan areas of Minneapolis-St. Paul,

Madison, or Milwaukee, and 68 were located in non-metropolitan

areas, sometimes in very small cities. This indicates that non-

metropolitan and rural areas were well represented in the study.

Fields of Respondents The fields worked in and the titles of

the persons that filled out the mail questionnaire included owner

(1), chief executive officer (2), president (22), vice president

(1), vice president--administration (1), vice president and

general manager (2), vice president and resident manager (1),

14



vice president--manufacturing (1), vice president--operations

(1), vice president--sales (1), chief financial officer (2),

controller (1), general manager (7), industrial engineer (1),

materials manager (4), office manager (1), plant manager (7),

production analyst (1), resident manager (1), technical services

manager (1), and manager or director of administration (2),

distribution (1), inventory (1), manufacturing (2), manufacturing

and distribution (1), national sales (1), operations (5),

operations and logistics (1), production (3), purchasing (8),

purchasing and inventory (1), purchasing and transportation (2),

quality (1), and transportation (3). Six persons were not

identified as to field and title.

Products Produced. A wide variety of products were produced

by the 92 firms that reported product information. The product

categories (based on the main products produced) were: automobile

and truck components (5); building (non-lumber) materials and

equipment (10); clothing (4), electronic products (7); engines,

motors, pumps (4); food products (12); furniture and cabinets

(4); metal and wireproducts (3); metal castings, dies, parts

(3); packaging and containers (8); paper and paper products (6);

plastic and chemical products and adhesives (3); printed products

(6); tools (2); wood products including millwork (6); and

miscellaneous (9). This list of product categories illustrates

the diversity of the manufacturing in the two states and that

some of them are logical candidates for applying JIT concepts.
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Personal Interviews

After the mail questionnaires were returned, twenty of the

mail respondents were interviewed personally. The purposes of the

personal interviews were to verify and, in some cases, to clarify

the information provided in the mail survey, to obtain

information missing on the returned mail questionnaire, and to

obtain additional information about what the company produced and

brought in to its facility and about its production system

(repetitive or non-repetitive) and about the modes of

transportation used.

New information not asked for in the mail study was also

obtained. This included information on why JIT was used or why it

was not used, implementation problems encountered by JIT users,

and the degree of success of JIT. Deviations from what would

ordinarily be expected in terms of the company's use or non-use

of JIT and the changes that had taken place in its use of

transportation were investigated. For example, if a firm had

characteristics (size, kind of product produced, method of

production, etc.) that on the surface appeared to be compatible

with the use of JIT but was not using it, an attempt was made to

find out why this happened. Or, if a JIT user reported that

shipment size and frequency had not changed after introducing

JIT, this was examined.

The number twenty was chosen because it represented somewhat

more than twenty per cent of the responding companies and would
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provide a reasonable representation of the total. There also were

time and money limitations on what could be done.

Among the twenty firms, ten were JIT users and ten were not.

They were selected on the basis of their size, kind of products

produced, and their location (metropolitan area versus non-

metropolitan area), with variety as the objective. The product

categories represented in the personal interviews were

electronics, food products, hand tools, paper products, printing,

transportation equipment, windows and doors, wood containers,

wood trusses, and wood cabinets and furniture.

The personal interviews were very useful in gaining a more

complete picture of the situation regarding JIT and

transportation.

Part VI--Findings of the Study

Extent of Use of Just-In-Time

Twenty-nine of the 97 manufacturers that responded in the

mail study were users of JIT, either inbound or outbound or both.

This was 29.9 per cent of those responding. Of the 29, eight

used JIT only on the inbound side, two used it only on the

outbound side, and nineteen used JIT on both the inbound and

outbound sides. Thus, the total number of inbound JIT users was

27; the total number of outbound JIT users was 21. Several of the
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29 firms were also users of JIT internally within a production

facility.

Sixty-eight of the 97 manufacturers that returned usable

mail questionnaires were not users of JIT, either inbound or

outbound, although a few of them were users of JIT within their

manufacturing facilities.

Size of Just-In-Time Users

Of the 29 JIT users, ten, or 34.5 per cent, had annual

sales of less than $10 million; thirteen, or 44.8 per cent, had

sales between $10 million and $49,999,999; while six, or 20.7 per

cent, had annual sales of $50 million or more. Thus, it is clear

that the use of JIT is not confined only to very large firms.

Twenty-nine, or 43.3 per cent, of the reporting non-users of

JIT had annual sales of less than $10 million; 23, or 34.3 per

cent, had annual sales between $10 million and $49,999,999; while

fifteen, or 22.4 per cent, had annual sales of $50 million or

more. One non-user did not report sales volume.

When compared with non-JIT users, there was a larger

proportion of non-users in the less than $10 million category

than among JIT users (43.3 per cent versus 34.5 per cent) but a

smaller proportion of non-users was in the $10 million to

$49,999,999 category (34.3 per cent versus 44.8 per cent). About

one-fifth of the non-users and the users were in the $50 million

and over bracket. This seems to indicate that there is some

tendency for JIT to be used more frequently among the middle-size
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firms ($10 million to $499,999,999) than in the other annual

sales categories.

Location of Just-In-Time Users

The JIT users were equally distributed between Minnesota

and Wisconsin, with fourteen having production facilities in

Minnesota and thirteen in Wisconsin and two having facilities in

both states. However, a larger proportion of the Wisconsin

respondents were JIT users, with fifteen of 44, or 34.1 percent

using JIT, as compared with Minnesota where it was sixteen of 58,

or 27.6 per cent.

Of the JIT users, seven, or 24.1 per cent, had production

facilities in the metropolitan areas of Minneapolis-St. Paul,

Madison, or Milwaukee; 22, or 75.9 per cent, had their facilities

in non-metropolitan areas. Some respondents had multiple

locations. In a few of these cases, one plant acted as a vendor

for another plant.

Completeness of Implementation of Just-In-Time

The degree to which responding companies had implemented

inbound and/or outbound JIT was investigated. Three measures of

completeness of implementation were used in the study.

Respondents were asked (1) if the firm considered the JIT system

to be fully implemented, (2) the length of time that JIT had been

used by the firm, and (3) the proportion of shipments that were

part of the JIT system.
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Of the 24 inbound JIT users that answered the question, the

system was considered fully implemented by only ten firms.

Fourteen of the 24 said it had not been fully implemented. Of the

nineteen users of outbound JIT that answered the question, ten

had fully implemented JIT while nine firms said that it had not

been fully implemented.

The inbound JIT system had been in use for less than one

year in five of the 24 companies that replied to the question.

Five others had one to two years of inbound JIT experience, and

fourteen reported using JIT for more than two years. Of the

seventeen outbound JIT firms that answered, one had been using

JIT for less than one year, four firms had been using it for

between one and two years, and twelve had been using it for more

than two years, indicating that outbound JIT was adopted somewhat

earlier than inbound JIT.

In most cases, not all inbound shipments were part of the

inbound JIT system. Although ten firms considered their inbound

systems to be fully implemented, only one company reported that

all inbound shipments were under JIT. Seven companies of the 24

responding firms indicated that 75 per cent of the inbound

shipments were under JIT, eight reported that fifty per cent were

included, and another eight reported 25 per cent.

On the outbound side, eighteen firms answered the question.

Of these, five said that all outbound movements were under JIT,

five said that 75 per cent were under JIT, four used JIT for

fifty per cent of the outbound shipments, and four used it for 25
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per cent. This again indicates that outbound JIT had developed

farther than inbound JIT among the firms in the study.

Thus, implementation of a JIT system for all inbound or

outbound materials was unusual among the study respondents

because the need for JIT did not exist for everything that was

brought into or sent from a manufacturing site and it was applied

only where it was appropriate. Other reasons were the inherent

difficulty of implementation and the short time period in which

many of the respondents were involved in JIT.

The personal interviews indicated that implementation was a

long and sometimes difficult process. According to several

respondents, JIT is a philosophy that must permeate the entire

way that a company does business, which takes time. Several

respondents said that the most difficult part of using inbound

JIT was changing the mind set of the employees concerning safety

stock and excess inventory; they become concerned about lack of

inventory or, in some cases, employees think there must be

nothing to do if they do not see a lot of inventory waiting to be

assembled or processed. According to one electronics

manufacturer, educating employees is a large part of adopting

inbound JIT--attitudes must be changed, they must be convinced

that it is normal not to have loads of inventory around. Another

barrier to implementation of inbound JIT is the character of

inbound supplies. A producer of wood and corrugated packaging

materials said that a difficulty in implementing inbound JIT had

to do with the supply of lumber. It is restricted at certain
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times of the year because of weather conditions so that some

"anticipatory" inventory must be carried to avoid shortages.

A user of outbound JIT, a container manufacturer, said that the

difficulty in changing employee attitude toward outbound

movements was the main problem in implementation. This was

caused, at least in part, by the fact that outbound

transportation costs had historically been low and not the

subject of much attention by the company.

Users of Inbound Just-In-Time

As noted earlier, 29 companies indicated that they used JIT

for inbound or outbound movements, or both. Of the 29 users, 27

used JIT for inbound shipments.

Location of Firms

The 27 users of inbound JIT had 33 production facility

locations in Minnesota and Wisconsin, only seven of which were in

a metropolitan area. The cities in non-metropolitan areas in

which they had their production facilities ranged from 500 in

population to 48,000. Seventeen were in cities of less than

10,000 in population, many of these with less than 5,000. Larger

cities in non-metropolitan areas named had populations of 19,000,

23,000, 27,000, 31,000, and 48,000.

The fact that so many of the plants making use of inbound

JIT were located in smaller cities often far from large

population centers tends to cast doubt on the idea that, because
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JIT depends on frequent, fast, and reliable transportation, it

cannot work well in such locations because they are too hard to

reach or are too far away from vendors and/or customers.

Products Produced

The inbound JIT users in the study produced many different

kinds of products. The individual products produced included

aluminum castings, brakes for electric motors and clutches,

buttons and pennants, corrugated containers, crating, dies, egg

products, electronic assemblies, fiberglass molded products,

hardwood office furniture, hand tools, induction heating

equipment, newspapers, oak millwork, outdoor lawn furniture,

potato products, printed material, processed cheese, sheepskin

pelts, slurry pumps, telecommunications test equipment, wire

harnesses, and writing instruments.

This wide variety of products indicates that JIT has

applicability in many kinds of manufacturing.

Inbound Materials and Parts

Because there was a wide variety of different products

produced by inbound JIT users, there was an even wider variety of

materials and parts brought into the production sites. The

principal inbound items included acetate handles, cable,

castings, chemicals, electronic components, extrusions, ink,

lumber, packaging materials, paper, plastic, plate steel,

potatoes, poultry, resin, rough lumber, transformers, silver,
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potatoes, poultry, resin, rough lumber, transformers, silver,

synthetic felt, tubing, and veneers. The inbound distances

travelled to receive these materials and parts ranged from near

zero to international distances of several thousand miles with

the large majority falling between 100 and 1,000 miles (about 65

per cent of the items). This is evidence that inbound JIT

movements need not be confined to short distances.

The number of shipments received per year of a given inbound

item by the JIT users ranged from five to 25,500.

Type of Manufacturing Used

Inbound JIT is not as well suited for some types of

manufacturing as it is for others. It can be argued that JIT is

not as appropriate for non-repetitive single or limited order

production as it is for repetitive manufacturing.1  Single or

limited order production is characteristic of job shops."8 Such

production often does not require a continuous supply of the same

inbound materials, whereas repetitive production sometimes

requires such a supply, perhaps in very large quantities over

time. Repetitive manufacturing of the same thing(s) over a fairly

long period of time is usually considered suitable for both

inbound and outbound JIT because of the potential for inventory

buildup under those circumstances. The issue of applicability of

JIT is especially important in the Minnesota-Wisconsin region

where many small and medium size companies use the job shop and

limited order method.
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The 26 inbound JIT users that answered the question

collectively made use of both types of manufacturing. Thirteen

used the non-repetitive method only, eight used a combination of

the two methods, and five used repetitive manufacturing only.

These results indicate that the use of inbound JIT is possible in

non-repetitive manufacturing.

Motivation for Adoption of Just-In-Time

It is often assumed that the reason for adopting inbound JIT

is the opportunity it presents to reduce the level of inventory

carried. If inbound shipments arrive just in time to be used,

then less inventory needs to be carried. Although reduction in

inventory was usually an important reason for respondents to

implement JIT, other reasons were also present. A frequently

mentioned corollary reason was the improvement of the quality of

the inbound materials and parts. For example, a manufacturer of

promotional materials said that JIT came into play as a result

of the implementation of a materials requirements planning (MRP)

system desired to improve quality. In fact, inbound JIT systems

depend upon high inbound quality because they assume that the

inbound goods will be suitable for use in production as they

arrive and will not need extensive or, perhaps, any inspection or

reworking or return. They rely on the vendors and carriers to

provide high quality, damage free inbound materials and parts. A

circuit board manufacturer said that the motivation for adopting

inbound JIT was to reduce inbound inventory and improve the
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quality of the inbound materials. The company was still

inspecting inbound materials but it was not practical to have

complete inspection and the firm depended on vendors to supply

high quality. Actually, it is difficult to separate the two

reasons because a low or no inventory program cannot work unless

the inbound materials and parts are of consistently high quality.

Another reason for adopting inbound JIT was the fact that

the firm had become a vendor for another firm that used inbound

JIT. The need to be responsive to small orders outbound sometimes

led the manufacturer to install inbound JIT itself and thus

create a total JIT environment.

The adoption of JIT was sometimes not a deliberate decision.

Instead, it evolved over time into a JIT system. In some cases,

inbound JIT was implemented without consultation with vendors. A

manufacturer of promotional materials in the study said that

inbound JIT was implemented merely by reducing inbound order size

down to the suppliers' minimum sizes required without discussing

the matter with the vendors. In other cases, vendors were

consulted and close relationships with suppliers were

established. Sometimes manufacturers "certified" vendors as being

qualified to participate in the inbound JIT system. A reduction

in the number of vendors frequently occurred. A large electronics

manufacturer reduced the number of vendors by about one-half when

it implemented inbound JIT.
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Inventory Levels

Twenty-three of the 25 firms using JIT for inbound shipments

that answered the question reported that their inbound materials

inventory had been reduced because of JIT. A manufacturer of hand

tools said that reducing inventory was difficult because of long

lead times from some suppliers, although it had been done. Two

companies said that their inventory had not been reduced.

Control of Inbound Transportation

A firm that uses inbound JIT depends on consistent and

reliable delivery of inbound shipments. A late shipment can cause

production to be shut down resulting in various costs, including

idle time and late deliveries to customers. An early delivery can

result in carrying too much inbound inventory. An inbound JIT

system will fail if transportation does not perform properly.

Because the JIT manufacturer is directly affected by the timely

delivery of inbound materials and/or parts, and because inbound

transportation receives more attention from management under a

JIT system, it can be expected that the JIT firm will want to

control the inbound transportation.

Most inbound JIT users in the study had control of inbound

transportation. Nineteen of the 25 that answered reported that

they decided what kinds of transportation to use for inbound

shipments. Another four said that the transportation decision was

shared with their suppliers. An example of tight control of

inbound transportation is a food processor which did not allow
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inbound trucks to arrive more than one-half hour early or more

than one-half hour late.

Only two firms, both small companies with less than $10

million in annual sales, indicated that the supplier made the

transportation decision. For one of these two firms, the

transportation element was not highly important because the

primary inbound material, rolls of paper, was delivered from a

supplier just across the street.

Size of Shipment

When a manufacturer uses inbound JIT, it is expected that

shipments will be smaller and more frequent than otherwise

because the raw materials and parts that are brought in are to be

used in production as they arrive and are not kept in inventory.

The responses in the study appear to only partially support

these expectations. Twelve of the 24 inbound JIT users that

answered the question indicated that inbound shipments were

smaller after adopting inbound JIT. Only three firms reported

that the shipments were larger. The reason in all three cases was

increased business volume, not the use of JIT. However, nine of

the JIT users indicated that the size of their shipments had not

changed after adopting JIT.

Frequency of Shipments

Eighteen of the 24 inbound JIT users that answered the

question indicated that shipments were more frequent after
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implementing JIT. In one case the frequency of shipment changed

from every 45 days to once per week. Only six respondents

indicated that there had not been a change in the frequency of

shipment. These results tend to support the theory of JIT

regarding frequency of shipment.

Length of Haul

As noted previously, there is some disagreement on the part

of writers as to the effect of JIT on the length of haul. While

some experts think that suppliers need to be located close to the

JIT buyer because of the need for frequent and dependable

deliveries, others believe that other factors are more important

than length of haul in vendor selection. If the former are

correct, the length of haul will be shorter when JIT is used.

And, if the length of haul must be shorter, then JIT may not be

appropriate for use in Minnesota and Wisconsin where many needed

inbound materials and parts are available only from distant

suppliers.

The study did not support the idea that the length of haul

must be shorter when JIT is used. Twenty-one of the 24 inbound

JIT users that answered the question said that there had been no

change in the length of haul after adopting JIT. A manufacturer

of promotional materials said that there was no need to change

vendors after adopting inbound JIT because the quality and

service provided was satisfactory. Only two firms reported that

the length of haul was shorter and one actually indicated that
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the length of haul was longer. This means that other factors,

such as quality of the product, willingness to cooperate,

consistency of service, and so on, are more important in vendor

selection than is the length of haul.

Another factor was the lack of availability of closer

suppliers. Several companies said that the length of haul did not

change because closer sources were not readily available. A

manufacturer of wood and corrugated packaging said that there had

been no change in the length of haul because the suppliers'

locations were fixed by where the inbound resources were found.

An electronics manufacturer said that its vendors were located

all over the world with long hauls frequently involved because

the company must buy from the geographic sources that are

available, no matter where they are. A circuit board manufacturer

said that it went long distances for inbound lower-value items

because they were no longer available in the United States.

Number of Carriers

It is a generally accepted idea that companies using JIT

will use fewer carriers because it is then easier to achieve the

higher levels of service needed for JIT. Also, partnership-like

relationships are sometimes emphasized in JIT systems and using

fewer carriers generally results from the partnership approach.

However, only six of the 24 inbound JIT users that answered

the question reported that the number of carriers used for

inbound shipments had been reduced after JIT was installed.
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A manufacturer of hand tools found that the service levels

improved after it reduced the number and there was an improved

relationship with the remaining carriers.

Another six firms used a larger number of carriers. A

manufacturer of packaging products said that it used a larger

number of inbound carriers because more carriers were available

since deregulation of transportation.

Twelve respondents said that they had experienced no change

in the number of carriers used. An electronics manufacturer said

that the number of carriers used was already small for

negotiation purposes before the introduction of inbound JIT so

that JIT had no effect.

Modes of Transportation Used

It is to be expected that JIT manufacturers will use the

more reliable and, perhaps, faster modes of transportation. The

27 users of inbound JIT collectively made use of all modes of

transportation except pipelines and intermodal rail-truck

service, many using more than one mode. The degree of use of each

mode was not asked for.19

There was a heavy reliance on various kinds of motor truck

transportation. On the for-hire side, sixteen used truckload

common carrier trucking, nineteen used truckload contract carrier

trucking, 24 used less-than-truckload (LTL) common carrier

trucking, and sixteen used LTL contract carrier trucking. Ten

used air transportation (usually for emergency reasons), four
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used water transportation (international), and only two firms

used railroads. Of those two, one said that railroads carried

less than one per cent of its inbound freight. A manufacturer of

packaging materials said that rail service to bring in western

raw lumber and corrugated materials was not possible because the

speed and the reliability are inadequate and rail service is not

compatible with the smaller shipments under JIT. A food processor

said that the inbound volume was too small per day to use rail

service; the rail carriers want large shipments.

A fairly large amount of private motor trucking was used,

with fifteen of the inbound JIT users making use of their

suppliers' truckload private trucking and five using their own

truckload private trucking. Fifteen of the manufacturers used LTL

private trucking of their suppliers and nine used their own LTL

private trucking. However, private carriage was not suitable in

some situations. The fact that inbound JIT often means small,

frequent, and timely deliveries works against private carriage in

the sense that empty back hauls are difficult to avoid and

vehicle utilization may be unsatisfactory. For example, a

manufacturer of hand tools reported that the company had

evaluated using a private fleet but it was not justified because

the volume of inbound traffic was not large enough.

Table 1 contains a summary of the modes of transportation

used by JIT users and non-users of JIT. The table indicates the
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number of firms and the proportion of each category of

respondents that used a particular mode.

Changes in Modes of Transportation Used

Users of inbound JIT were asked to indicate changes in the

modes of transportation used that occurred after the adoption of

inbound JIT. Eighteen of the 25 JIT users that answered the

question said that they had made some change in the inbound

transportation modes used after adopting inbound JIT.

Table 2 shows the net changes in modal use that occurred for

inbound JIT firms after the implementation of JIT. The table

indicates the net collective change in the number of firms that

increased or decreased their use of a given mode of

transportation. For most modes, the net collective change was

positive, i.e., a larger number of respondents increased their

use of the mode than decreased their use of that mode. The

generally positive result was probably caused by the larger

volume of traffic to be carried because of the growth of the

companies included in the study. This was also true of the other

categories of respondents in the table, i.e., outbound JIT users

and non-JIT users.

As to for-hire trucking, truckload common carriage was used

less by five inbound JIT companies after JIT was adopted while it

was used more by four firms. For less-than-truckload (LTL)

shipments, the use of inbound common carriage was less for only

three companies and it was more for nine companies.
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Table 1

MODES OF TRANSPORTATION USED BY JIT USERS AND NON-USERS*

JIT USERS
INBOUND
Number of
Firms and
Per cent

MODE (N=27of27)

Truckload Common 16 59.3%

Truckload Contract 19 70.4

LTL** Common 24 88.9

LTL Contract 16 59.3

Air 10 37.0

Water 4 14.8

Pipeline 0 .0

Railroad 2 7.4

Intermodal Rail-Truck 0 .0

Supplier's/Customer's
Truckload Private 15 55.6

Own Truckload Private 5 18.5

Supplier's/Customer's
LTL Private 15 55.6

Own LTL Private 9 33.3

NON-JIT
USERS JIT USERS
INBOUND OUTBOUND
Number of Number of
Firms and Firms and
Per cent Per cent
(N=62of68) (N=21of21)

48 77.4% 15 71.4%

38 61.3 16 76.2

55 88.7 18 85.7

26 41.9 15 71.4

21 33.9 7 33.3

4 6.5 3 14.3

2 3.2 0 .0

16 25.8 2 9.5

6 9.7 2 9.5

37

14

59.7

22.6

37 59.7

22 35.5

13

4

13

8

61.9

19.0

61.9

38.1

NON-JIT
USERS
OUTBOUND
Number of
Firms and
Per cent
(N=59of68)

44 74.6%

37 62.7

47 79.7

24 40.7

17 28.8

4 6.8

0 .0

11 18.6

6 10.2

29 49.2

20 33.9

27 45.8

23 39.0

*At the time of the study.

**Less-Than-Truckload.

NON-JIT USERS=Respondents that used neither inbound nor outbound
JIT.

N=The number of respondents in this category that answered the
question of the total number of respondents in this category in
the study.
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Contract carrier trucking increased for both truckload and

LTL shipments after the adoption of inbound JIT. Nine respondents

used more truckload contract carriage, while no respondents used

less of this kind of service. LTL contract carriage was used more

by eight inbound JIT respondents. No respondents used less

contract carrier LTL service as a result of adopting inbound JIT.

The use of inbound air transportation increased for five

firms after adopting inbound JIT. However, the use of air freight

decreased for two firms. The use of water transportation was

limited but one respondent reported an increase in the use of

that mode. None of the respondents reported an increase in the

use of rail transportation. Three reported that railroad service

was used less. There was no use of pipeline or intermodal rail-

truck transportation by inbound JIT users either before or after

the introduction of JIT.

The use of suppliers' private trucking increased with the

adoption of inbound JIT. In the case of truckload shipments, five

companies increased their use of such trucks, while only one

reported less use of this mode. As to LTL shipments, the results

were similar. Six companies reported more use of suppliers'

private trucks for LTL transportation and only one company (the

same one that used less truckload service) said that it used less

of this kind of service after inbound JIT was adopted. The
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Table 2

CHANGES IN MODES OF TRANSPORTATION USED

NON-JIT
JIT USERS USERS
INBOUND INBOUND
NET NET
CHANGE CHANGE
(No. of (No. of
Firms) Firms)

(N=18of27) (N=49of68)
MODE

Truckload Common

Truckload Contract

LTL*** Common

LTL Contract

Air

Water

Pipeline

Railroad

Intermodal Rail-Truck

Supplier's/Customer's
Truckload Private

Own Truckload Private

Supplier's/Customer's
LTL Private

Own LTL Private

+9

+13

+17

+10

+6

+3

+3

+1

0

+6

-1

+9

+6

+8

+3

+1

0

-3

0

+4

-1

+5

+2

+6

+16

+6

BY JIT USERS*

JIT USERS
OUTBOUND
NET
CHANGE
(No. of
Firms)

(N=15of21) (

+3

+7

+3

+8

+3

0

0

0

+2

+4

+1

+5

+3

AND NON-USERS**

NON-JIT
USERS
OUTBOUND
NET
CHANGE
(No. of
Firms)

N=52of68)

+7

+23

+16

+15

+6

+5

0

-1

+3

+2

+9

+5

+6

(OVER)
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*After adoption of JIT.

**During the three preceding years.

***Less-Than-Truckload.

NON-JIT USERS=Respondents that used neither inbound nor outbound
JIT.

N=Number of respondents in this category that reported a change
in the mode(s) used of the total number of respondents in this
category in the study.

NET CHANGE=The net change in the use of transportation modes
expressed as a number of firms after taking into account those
that decreased or increased their use of a given mode. For
example, of the 18 JIT users that made some change in their use
of inbound modes after adopting inbound JIT, five said that they
decreased their use of truckload common carriage while four said
they increased their use of that mode; the other firms had made
no change in their use of that mode. Therefore, the net change
was -1 firms.
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changes were less pronounced in the case of the respondents' own

private trucking. Only one respondent reported using more of its

own private carriage for truckload movements since the adoption

of inbound JIT; two companies reported that they used their own

trucks less. In regard to the respondents' private carriage of

LTL shipments, four companies reported using their own trucks

more, while two companies reported less use of this kind of

transportation.

These results indicate that adoption of inbound JIT led to

substantially greater use of truckload and LTL contract carrier

trucking, a more moderate increase in the use of LTL common

carrier trucking and of suppliers' private truckload and LTL

trucking, and only minor changes made in the use of the other

modes.

Transportation Costs

Because JIT frequently requires higher levels of service and

smaller shipments, it is expected that transportation costs will

be higher than in a non-JIT environment. The reduction in

inventory carrying cost is expected to more than offset the

increase in transportation costs.

The study showed that transportation costs did not

necessarily increase because of the introduction of inbound JIT.

Only eight of the 24 answering inbound JIT users indicated that

inbound transportation costs had increased with the adoption of

JIT. Several of these respondents said that inbound
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transportation costs had gone up because of smaller and more

frequent shipments. However, an electronics firm indicated that

the total freight bill had increased because of company growth.

Eight companies reported lower transportation costs after

adopting inbound JIT. Several of these respondents said that

lower costs were made possible because of improved transportation

management after JIT was implemented. However, one company said

that transportation costs were lower, not because of JIT, but

because of competition among the carriers. Another eight

companies said that transportation costs had not changed because

of JIT.

The results discussed above regarding the effect of the

adoption of JIT on inventory levels and the use of transportation

by inbound JIT users will be compared with the experience of non-

JIT users in the next section.

Non-Users of Inbound Just-In-Time

Of the respondents in the study, 68 did not use either

inbound or outbound JIT.

Products Produced

The products manufactured by the non-users of JIT were often

different from those produced by the companies involved in JIT

systems. However, many non-users produced the same or similar

products as those produced by JIT companies. As to products that

were similar to those produced by inbound JIT users, they
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included clothing, wire, corrugated containers, custom wood

cabinets, newspapers, fiberglass truck bodies, printed products,

various food products, instrumentation and control systems,

motors, and various electronic products.

This means that the kind of product manufactured does not by

itself necessarily lead to a decision to adopt or not to adopt a

JIT system and two or more firms in the same industry may have

different attitudes on the subject of JIT. JIT may be a good fit

for one but not for the other.

Type of Manufacturing Used

The non-users of JIT collectively made use of both types of

manufacturing, repetitive and non-repetitive. Of the 63 firms

that answered the question, seven used repetitive manufacturing

only, forty used the non-repetitive method only, and sixteen of

the 63 used a combination of the two alternatives. When compared

with the inbound JIT users, there was more frequent use of the

non-repetitive method among non-JIT firms, as might be expected.

Reasons for Not Using Inbound Just-In-Time

The reason for not entering into inbound JIT was generally

that the situation did not allow for it, although the firm may

have been interested in lower inventories, higher quality, and

other benefits of JIT.

For example, several printing companies said that they could

not use inbound JIT because their finished product was custom
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work, involving short runs, where JIT would not be suitable. In

addition, there were long order cycle times--six to ten weeks--

for custom made paper which meant that a company had to carry a

lot of inventory. Another problem was that the paper companies

reward customers for large volume purchases via lower prices

which would have to be given up if the firms went to inbound JIT.

Finally, it was reported that, because the paper mills insist on

pricing f.o.b. delivered, the printing companies could not gain

control of inbound transportation.

In the case of a manufacturer of custom wood cabinets,

inbound JIT was foregone because demand for the finished product-

is unpredictable and a job shop is used. A window and door

manufacturer did not use inbound JIT because demand is uncertain

in the industry and the cost of having to shut down because of

lack of sufficient inbound inventory would be too great.

Fluctuating inbound prices were also a reason for not using

inbound JIT. Erratic prices mean that purchases are made when

prices are low, if possible, and this pattern would not

necessarily fit an inbound JIT program. This factor was mentioned

by several companies where lumber was the main inbound product.

Erratic inbound supply was also a reason for not using inbound

JIT. This was true of a manufacturer of boxboard, cardboard

boxes, and corrugated material that used recyclable paper and

cardboard materials as one of its main inbound materials.

In some cases, inbound JIT was not being used at least

partly because the firm was not familiar with the concept, or
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because it misunderstood the concept, or because it had a

negative attitude about it. A manufacturer of fiberglass products

said that inbound JIT merely amounts to pushing inventory back

onto the supplier which the firm believed is not the proper thing

to do.

Inventory Levels

It was noted earlier that most of the users of inbound JIT

reported a reduction in the amount of inbound inventory carried

after implementing JIT (23 of 25 firms that responded to the

question). In the case of non-JIT firms, 27 of the 61 companies

that answered the question said that their inbound inventory

levels had been reduced during the preceding three years, the

time period used in the study to compare the experiences of non-

users of JIT with those of JIT users since the latter adopted

JIT.20 This was 44.3 per cent of those that responded, as opposed

to 92.0 per cent of the inbound JIT users that responded to a

similar question. This was found to be statistically significant

at a .01 level of significance, i.e., the difference between the

answers given by the inbound JIT users and non-users could.not be

accounted for by chance.21 These results indicate that the

adoption of JIT had a significant impact on inventory levels for

those firms included in the study.
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Control of Inbound Transportation

It was stated earlier that a large proportion of the inbound

JIT users said that they had control over inbound transportation.

Among non-JIT users, 34 (54.0 per cent) of the 63 firms that

answered the question said that they had control of inbound

transportation while thirteen (21.0 per cent) said that they

shared control with vendors. This was a lower total percentage

(75.0 per cent) than among inbound JIT users, where 92.0 per cent

had exclusive or shared control. This supports the idea that

there is desire for transportation control in JIT systems.

However, the difference between the groups was not statistically

significant, although it was close to being significant at a .10

level of significance.

Size of Shipment

The theory of JIT calls for smaller shipments. This appeared

to be only partially supported in the study of inbound JIT users,

where only fifty per cent of the firms that answered had

experienced smaller inbound shipment size after adopting JIT. In

the case of non-JIT users, only nine of the 64 responding firms,

or 14.1 per cent, reported a decrease in the size of inbound

shipments in the preceding three years. The difference

between the users and non-users of JIT was significantly

different at a .01 level of significance. Therefore, there is a

clear tendency shown for JIT to lead to smaller shipments but,

perhaps, not to the degree that is implied in the theory of JIT.
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A window and door manufacturer non-JIT user said that inbound

shipments were smaller in size because of a decline in business.

Several others said that shipment size had increased because of

an increase in the amount of sales volume.

Frequency of Shipment

Both sets of respondents reported an important increase in

shipment frequency. Of the users of inbound JIT, 75.0 per cent

reported that shipment frequency had increased after the adoption

of JIT. Among non-JIT users, 38, or 58.5 per cent, of the 65

reporting companies said that shipment frequency had increased in

the preceding three years. The difference between the two groups

of respondents was not statistically significant. Therefore,

adoption of inbound JIT may have had little or no bearing on the

matter. Several of the non-users said that the increase in their

shipment frequency was caused by a growth in total sales over the

three-year period. The window and door manufacturer mentioned

above reported that the frequency was less for the opposite

reason--business had declined.

Length of Haul

The previous discussion indicated that the adoption of

inbound JIT did not result in shorter lengths of haul from

vendors to the manufacturers. Only two of the 24 JIT companies

that answered the question, or 8.3 per cent, reported that the

length of haul became shorter. Among the non-JIT manufacturers in
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the study, only five of 59 companies that replied said that the

inbound length of haul had decreased during the preceding three-

year period. This was 8.5 per cent, about the same proportion as

with inbound JIT users. The difference between the two groups was

not statistically significant. Therefore, the minor reduction in

length of haul exhibited by inbound JIT users may not be related

to the adoption of JIT. This result confirms the previous

conclusion that implementation of JIT does not usually affect the

length of haul.

Number of Carriers

The theory of JIT calls for a smaller number of carriers

used. This was not supported in the study of inbound JIT users,

where only six of 24 respondents, or 25.0 per cent, said that

this had happened after adopting JIT. Of the 63 non-JIT

respondents that answered the question, only 16, or 25.4 per

cent, said that the number of inbound carriers used declined in

the previous three years, about the same percentage as with

inbound JIT users. A statistically significant difference did not

exist. Therefore, the adoption of JIT probably had nothing to do

with the reduction in the number of carriers used, and the

assumption regarding this issue was not supported by the study.

Modes of Transportation Used

It will be recalled that the users of inbound JIT

collectively used all modes of inbound transportation except
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pipeline and intermodal rail-truck transportation, with many

using more than one mode. A heavy reliance was made on various

kinds of for-hire and private motor truck transportation.

The 62 non-JIT manufacturers in the study that provided this

information collectively used all forms of transportation on the

inbound side and usually a company used more than one mode. As

was the case with JIT users, there was a great reliance on motor

truck transportation. The extent of use of each mode was not

asked for.

For-hire transportation service was dominant. Forty-eight

non-users of inbound JIT used common carrier truckload service,

38 used contract carrier truckload service, 55 used LTL common

carriage, 26 used LTL contract carriage, 21 used air

transportation, four used water carriers, two used pipeline

transportation, and sixteen used railroads. The sixteen rail

users included a food manufacturer that used it to bring in

tomato paste by boxcar, sharing the car with two other companies;

a packaging manufacturer that used it for inbound clay; and a

wood products company that received shipments of rough lumber by

rail. A manufacturer of hardwood cabinets said that rail

transportation is not workable today because of damage problems

and long and uncertain transit times which require more inventory

to be held. A manufacturer of windows and doors said that rail

service was once used inbound but was eliminated because of late,

lost, and damaged shipments and the rates were not low enough to

compensate for these deficiencies.
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Only six companies used intermodal rail-truck service.

There was substantial use of private trucking; 37 firms used

suppliers' truckload private carriage, 14 used their own

truckload private carriage, 37 used suppliers' LTL private

trucking, and 22 used their own LTL private trucking.

Table 1, referred to previously, contains a summary of the

modes of transportation used by JIT users and non-users of JIT at

the time of the study. The table contains the number of firms and

the proportion of each category that used a particular mode.

The table indicates that inbound JIT users, in terms of

these proportions, relied more heavily on both truckload and LTL

contract motor carriage and had about the same reliance on LTL

common carriage for inbound transportation as did non-users of

JIT, with relatively less use of truckload common carriage. The

need for flexible, reliable, and frequent service, often

involving small shipments, and close shipper-carrier working

relationships under JIT, apparently led to a greater use of

contract motor carriage by JIT companies. The JIT firms also used

air transportation more frequently but they relied much less on

rail service and intermodal rail-truck service (there was no use

of intermodal service by JIT users). Statistically significant

differences between the two groups relative to for-hire carriers

were found only in the case of truckload common carriage (at a

.10 level of significance), railroad service (at a .05 level),

and intermodal service (at a .10 level).
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The usage rates of private motor trucking of all kinds were

similar between the two groups, indicating that the adoption of

inbound JIT did not usually mean an increase or decrease in the

use of private motor carriage. In fact, there were no instances

where there was a statistically significant difference between

the JIT users and non-users.

Changes in Modes of Transportation Used

Forty-nine of the 68 non-JIT users in the study reported a

change in their use of inbound modes in the preceding three-year

period. As seen in Table 2, referred to earlier, collectively,

they showed a moderate net increase in the use of truckload

common and contract carriage and a larger increase in the use of

LTL common carriage. Use of LTL contract carriage increased

moderately. There was a minor increase in the use of air, water,

and pipeline transportation and almost no net change in their use

of railroads. There was no change in the limited use of rail-

truck intermodal service by non-JIT companies. The non-users

reported a minor increase in the use of suppliers' truckload

private trucking and a major increase in the use of suppliers'

LTL private carriage, while a minor increase occurred in the use

of the manufacturers' own private truckload and LTL service.

These data seem to show an increased use of motor trucking

overall by non-users in the three-year period, but it was a

lesser increase than in the case of inbound JIT users. This

appears to be consistent with the data on the current use of the
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several modes of transportation by users and non-users of JIT, as

shown in Table 1. The modes that showed the greatest frequency of

increased use were similar in the two groups of firms, with

truckload and LTL contract trucking and LTL common carriage being

used considerably more by both categories of manufacturers, with

the relative increase by JIT companies being greater in the case

of contract carriage and greater by non-JIT users in the case of

LTL common carriage. As noted earlier, the fact that most of the

net changes in modal use were positive, i.e., a net increase in

use occurred, probably reflected the respondents' growth in total

sales volume in the period studied.

Transportation Costs

The data obtained from inbound JIT users, referred to

earlier, showed that adoption of JIT did not necessarily increase

inbound transportation costs, contrary to the assumption

underlying JIT. Only eight of the 24 users (33.3 per cent) that

responded to the question reported an increase in inbound

transportation costs after JIT was implemented. In fact, eight

other respondents said that their inbound transportation costs

had decreased.

The information furnished by non-JIT users showed that 32 of

the 59 respondents that answered the question had an increase in

inbound transportation costs in the previous three years. This

was 54.2 per cent, compared with 33.3 per cent for users of

inbound JIT, a result opposite of what the theory of JIT calls
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for. The difference in the responses given by the two groups was

not statistically different.

Twelve of the non-JIT users, representing 20.3 per cent,

enjoyed a decrease in inbound transportation costs in the three-

year period. A manufacturer of transportation equipment said that

both inbound and outbound transportation costs had declined in

the previous three years because of deregulation of

transportation and aggressive action by the company. A

manufacturer of small engines reported that its inbound

transportation costs had gone down because of a decreased number

of carriers being used and rate negotiation practices of the

company. A medical devices manufacturer said that its total

freight bill inbound and outbound had gone up because the company

had grown and more was shipped but that the cost per unit shipped

had decreased because of agreements made with carriers and the

fact that the company had better managed transportation. On the

other hand, a printer of computer forms said its inbound

transportation costs had risen because of higher freight rates.

These data seem to show that JIT users not only did not

generally incur higher inbound transportation costs because of

JIT, as discussed earlier, but also that a smaller percentage of

JIT users had an increase in transportation costs and a larger

percentage had a decrease in transportation costs, when compared

with non-JIT users in roughly the same period of time.
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Users of Outbound Just-In-Time

Twenty-one of the 29 JIT users in the study reported that

they used JIT on the outbound side. Outbound JIT took two forms

among the respondents. Some of them were JIT vendors, i.e., they

were suppliers to other firms that were using JIT on their

inbound side. In this situation, the vendor is expected to

operate on its outbound side. in tune with the requirements of the

JIT customer(s). In some instances in the study, the customer had

not formally adopted an inbound JIT program but did insist on

small and frequent shipments with specific constraints placed on

lead times and delivery.

The second kind of outbound JIT was where manufactured goods

are moved out as soon as possible after their production is

completed, preferably immediately. The manufacturer may or may

not have been a JIT vendor, as defined above.

Some of the 21 outbound users were involved in one or the

other of the two kinds of outbound JIT, and some were involved in

both kinds.

In either kind of outbound JIT, there can be an impact on

the use of transportation in terms of size of shipment, frequency

of shipment, number of carriers used, and so on.

Location of Firms

Twenty-nine production sites in Minnesota and Wisconsin were

used by the 21 users of outbound JIT. Only three of these were in

metropolitan areas. The non-metropolitan sites ranged in size
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from 1,400 to 48,000 in population. Fourteen were in cities of

less than 10,000 in population, many of these below 5,000. Larger

cities in non-metropolitan areas named had populations of 19,000,

23,000, 31,000, 33,000, and 48,000. These data confirm the

finding concerning inbound JIT users that JIT location is

possible in smaller cities often far from large population

centers.

Products Produced

Individual products produced by manufacturers using outbound

JIT and which moved as JIT shipments included automobile engine

components, corrugated containers, dies, egg products, electronic

assemblies, fiberglass molded products, hand tools, hardwood

office furniture, induction heating equipment, newspapers, oak

millwork, printed material, processed cheese, slurry pumps,

telecommunications test equipment, wire harnesses, and writing

instruments.

This wide variety of industries using outbound JIT again

indicates that JIT has applicability in many kinds of

manufacturing.

Motivation for Adoption of Outbound Just-In-Time

The motivation for adopting inbound JIT was discussed

earlier. Similar reasons existed for adopting outbound JIT.

If a manufacturer's customer(s) adopted inbound JIT, then

the manufacturer may have been required to adapt its operations
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to the needs of the customer(s), i.e., the manufacturer became a

JIT vendor. Obviously, the motivation was to continue to be a

supplier for that customer(s).

Some manufacturers adopted outbound JIT on their own, which

meant that the motivation was to reduce the amount of finished

goods inventory held by moving it out as soon as possible after

manufacture. Adapting to the needs of JIT customers was not

involved.

However, this second kind of outbound JIT sometimes resulted

from being involved in the first kind, i.e., the manufacturer was

a JIT vendor. This is because a JIT vendor sometimes must get

involved in smaller and more frequent outbound shipments as they

are needed by the customer. This can result in higher levels of

finished goods inventory for the manufacturer because it must be

prepared to fill those orders, perhaps on short notice. This

problem sometimes encouraged the manufacturer to alter its

production system so that it produced just in time to serve the

JIT customer, thus minimizing outbound inventory held.

Quality issues were also present. To serve successfully as a

JIT vendor, a manufacturer must have high and consistent quality,

in order for the customer's inbound JIT system to work.

Inspection upon delivery may be minimal or non-existent and

defects and reworking and returns may not be acceptable. Thus,

quality improvement can be the result of participating as a JIT

supplier. Where a manufacturer is engaging in outbound JIT on its

own without the encouragement of customers, consistently high
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quality must be present in order to have finished goods move out

the door shortly after their production; delays for inspection

and reworking are not acceptable.

The discussion below focusses mainly on the transportation

issues related to outbound JIT. It does not make reference to

type of manufacturing used (repetitive or non-repetitive). The

term "outbound JIT" is intended to include either one or both of

the definitions of outbound JIT stated above.

Inventory Levels

Most inbound JIT companies in the study reported that

inbound inventories had decreased after adopting JIT. However,

only ten of the seventeen outbound JIT users that answered the

question said that its adoption had resulted in less outbound

inventory being carried. Several of those reported that no

outbound inventory at all was carried. The other seven firms

indicated that their outbound inventory had not been reduced. In

the case of those respondents that were JIT vendors, it is

possible that inventory reduction did not occur because the

emphasis in those situations is on reducing the inventory of the

buyer, not the vendor. In fact, serving as a JIT vendor can
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result in increased outbound inventory levels because the buyer,

by minimizing its own inventory, is pushing the inventory problem

back onto the supplier. An example where there had been no

finished goods inventory reduction was a manufacturer of metal

products, a JIT vendor, that held goods after they were produced

and shipped out at the customers' convenience. Close cooperation

between vendor and customer may alleviate this problem. A

manufacturer of packaging materials reported that one of its

major JIT customers provided forecast information relative to

what will be needed so that the manufacturer could better plan

its production to meet the customer's needs without carrying much

inventory.

Control of Outbound Transportation

In the case of outbound JIT users that are not part of the

customer's inbound JIT system, control of outbound transportation

is desirable in order to better match transportation to the need

to move out finished goods as soon as they are produced. Where

the manufacturer is a JIT vendor, control of transportation can

be a contentious issue if both vendor and customer seek control.

It is likely, as indicated in the previous discussion of inbound

JIT users, that the buyer will have such control. However, a food

processor that used outbound JIT reported that it controlled

outbound transportation even for its JIT customers because the

shelf life of the product was short and the transit time used up
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some of that shelf life so that transportation must be closely

managed by the vendor.

In the study, it was found that, of the nineteen outbound

JIT users that answered the question, eight decided on outbound

transportation and five shared responsibility with the customer.

This degree of control was less than that of inbound JIT users.

Size of Shipment

The use of outbound JIT, whether as a JIT vendor or a

manufacturer seeking to move finished goods out as soon as

possible, can be-expected to lead to an outbound transportation

system where the size of shipment is smaller and the frequency of

shipment is greater than they would be under other circumstances.

This is because large and infrequent outbound shipments mean that

inventory must be accumulated and held between shipments.

As to shipment size, of the nineteen outbound JIT users that

answered the question, ten said that outbound shipments had been

smaller after adopting outbound JIT, five said that there had

been no change, and four said that shipments had become larger.

These results provide only partial support to the theory of JIT,

which calls for smaller shipments. Similar findings were made

among inbound JIT firms in the study.

Frequency of Shipment

In regard to the frequency of outbound shipments, thirteen

of the nineteen companies that replied to the question said that
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outbound shipments had become more frequent after implementing

outbound JIT. Five said that there had been no change and only

one said that the frequency had decreased. These results

partially support the theory of JIT, which assumes that shipments

will be more frequent. The support was somewhat less than that

found among inbound JIT users in the study.

Length of Haul

When a manufacturer is a JIT vendor, it would be expected,

under the theory of JIT, that the length of haul between the

manufacturer and its JIT customers would be shorter than under

other circumstances. When a manufacturer is merely using JIT as a

means to move finished goods out quickly after their manufacture,

the length of haul is not relevant.

The unimportance of the length of haul in outbound JIT was

revealed in the study. Of the nineteen outbound JIT users that

answered the question, only one said that the outbound length of

haul had decreased after adopting outbound JIT. One firm said

that the length of haul had become longer and seventeen said that

there had been no change. Therefore, regardless of which of the

two kinds of outbound JIT user was involved, the length of haul

usually was not affected by implementation of JIT. These data

confirm what was found among inbound JIT users, i.e., that the

length of haul is not affected very much by the adoption of JIT

by a manufacturer.
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Number of Carriers

It is expected that the number of carriers used will be less

under JIT systems than under other circumstances because of the

need for higher service levels. However, only five of the

nineteen outbound JIT users that answered the question said that

the number of carriers used had decreased after outbound JIT was

introduced. Ten said that there had been no change and four said

a larger number had been used. These data substantially refute

the argument that JIT leads to a smaller number of carriers used.

This was true also of the inbound JIT companies in the study.

Modes of Transportation Used

Outbound JIT users are expected to make use of the more

reliable and fastest carriers to handle their JIT shipments,

especially if the manufacturer is a JIT vendor. The 21 outbound

JIT users in the study collectively made use of all modes of

outbound transportation except pipeline, many using more than one

mode. The degree of use was not asked for. Table 1, referred to

previously, shows the number of firms and the proportion of

outbound JIT companies in the study that used the several kinds

of transportation.

As was true with inbound JIT users, there was a heavy

reliance on various kinds of motor truck transportation. As to

for-hire carriers, fifteen used common carrier truckload service,

sixteen used contract carrier truckload service, eighteen used

common carrier LTL trucking, and fifteen used contract carrier
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LTL service. Seven used air transportation, three used water

carriers (international), and only two manufacturers used

railroads. A manufacturer of hand tools had at one time used rail

service outbound but there were "horror stories" relative to

losses in transit and poor delivery times that caused it to

discontinue using railroads.

Only two of the outbound JIT users made use of intermodal

rail-truck transportation.

In regard to private carriage, there was fairly extensive

use of customers' private trucking. Thirteen firms used this mode

for truckload service and for LTL service. Only four respondents

used their own private truckload service but eight used their own

private LTL service. A manufacturer of packaging materials said

that it did not see any benefit in being in the transportation

business (private carriage) when for-hire carriers that provide

good service at reasonable rates are readily available. A

manufacturer of hardwood cabinets said that its own private

trucking was not used because operating a private fleet is a

"real headache" with problems of maintenance, repair, and

staffing, and "extra costs."

These data are similar to that for inbound JIT users. The

main exceptions are that the outbound JIT companies made greater

use of truckload common carrier service and LTL contract carrier

service. In fact, overall, the outbound firms made greater use of

motor trucking.
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Changes in the Modes of Transportation Used

Users of outbound JIT were asked to indicate changes in the

modes of transportation used that occurred because of the

adoption of outbound JIT. Fifteen of the 21 outbound JIT users

made such changes. The net changes are shown in Table 2, referred

to previously. As noted earlier, the collective net changes were

mostly positive, probably because of the growth of the companies

involved in the study.

As to for-hire trucking, truckload common carriage was used

less by three of the fifteen companies after JIT was adopted,

while it was used more by six firms. For LTL shipments, the use

of common carriage was less for three firms and more for six

firms.

Contract carriage use was increased for both truckload and

LTL service. Seven of the firms used more truckload contract

carriage, and none used less, while eight used more LTL contract

carriage and none used less.

The use of outbound air transportation increased in six

cases and decreased in three firms after outbound JIT was

instituted. There was no change reported in the use of water

transportation. One firm used less rail service and one used more

rail service after adoption of outbound JIT. Three firms reported

a greater use of intermodal rail-truck service and one reported

less use after adopting JIT. There was no use of pipeline

transportation before or after adoption of outbound JIT.
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The use of customers' private trucking changed some with the

implementation of JIT. Five firms used more of it for truckload

moves, while one used less. Six used more customers' private

trucking for LTL shipments and one firm used less.

There was a moderate change in the use of the manufacturers'

own private truckload service, with two firms using more and one

using less. As to their own private LTL trucking, five used more

of it after starting JIT, and two used less.

These changes in the selection of modes by outbound JIT

users are fairly consistent with what happened among users of

inbound JIT in the study, especially in connection with a greater

reliance on truckload and LTL contract motor trucking in both

groups. The changes relative to truckload common carriage were

not consistent, however, with inbound JIT firms showing a minor

negative change and outbound users of JIT a moderate positive

change. The changes in the use of private carriage were similar

in the two categories of JIT users.

Transportation Costs

As noted previously, the study of inbound JIT users showed

that transportation costs did not increase because of the

introduction of inbound JIT in two thirds of the reporting firms.

The study of outbound JIT users also did not demonstrate that

transportation costs increased after the adoption of JIT. In

fact, only two of the sixteen firms that answered the question

said that outbound transportation costs had risen, while eleven
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said that they had decreased after the introduction of JIT. An

example of the latter is a hand tool manufacturer that said that

improved management of transportation contributed to the

decrease. Three of the firms said that there had been no change

in transportation costs. Two of the respondents said that the

improved service and more frequent pickups under JIT did not

occasion higher rates.

The results discussed above regarding the effect of the

adoption of JIT on the use of transportation by outbound JIT

users will be compared with the experience of non-JIT users in

the next section.

Non-Users of Outbound Just-In-Time

Of the respondents in the study, 68 did not use either

inbound or outbound JIT. The discussion below deals with the

outbound movements of the non-users and focusses mainly on the

transportation issues related to outbound movements. It does not

make reference to the type of manufacturing used (repetitive or

non-repetitive).

Products Produced

Firms that did not use outbound JIT often manufactured

products that were different from those produced by outbound JIT

users. However, non-JIT companies also manufactured some products

that were the same as or similar to those produced by outbound

JIT users. These products included printed material, various food
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products, various electronic products, corrugated containers,

fiberglass truck bodies, custom wood cabinets, newspapers, wire,

engines and motors, hardwood dimension lumber, and small cutting

tools.

Reasons for Not Using Outbound Just-In-Time

The reasons for manufacturers not to adopt outbound JIT were

usually that they had never been asked or encouraged by customers

to be a JIT vendor or that the characteristics of the company did

not make it feasible to be either a JIT vendor or to use JIT as a

method to ship out finished goods as soon as they are

manufactured

As to the lack of demand for JIT from customers, several

respondents said that this was the reason that they had not

considered implementing outbound JIT. A printer of computer forms

said that it had never been told by any customers that they were

interested in JIT. Therefore, the company never considered it as

an option. At the same time, several other firms, including a

manufacturer of fiberglass products and a manufacturer of

hardwood cabinets, said that there is growing customer pressure

to shorten outbound lead times and otherwise act as a JIT vendor,

although there has never been any discussion of this with the

customers and the firms do not yet think of themselves as JIT

suppliers.

In some cases, the respondent said that, because it was a

custom order business, it could not be part of a customer's
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inbound JIT system--the company could not ship smaller and more

frequent shipments.

Whether or not a firm can adopt a "fast out the door" policy

depends on a number of things, especially the willingness of its

customers to accept the size and frequency of shipments required

under that kind of outbound policy. The value of the finished

goods can also affect this. Obviously, there is less incentive to

move out goods quickly when they are of low value.

Finally, it is probable that some manufacturers in the study

were unaware of outbound JIT and what it entails, consequently

not considering it as an option.

Inventory Levels

It was noted earlier that ten of seventeen answering users

of outbound JIT, or almost 59.0 per cent, had reduced finished

goods inventories after adopting JIT. Of the 51 non-users of

outbound JIT that answered the question, eighteen, or 35.3 per

cent, said that they had lowered finished goods inventory during

the preceding three years, while 33 said they had not, indicating

a smaller proportion having reduced inventories than among

outbound JIT users. The difference between the users and non-

users of JIT was statistically significant at a .10 level of

significance. Some custom order manufacturers stated that when a

custom order is finished it is shipped out and no finished goods

inventory is ever carried and that this had not changed during

the preceding three years.
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Control of Outbound Transportation

Where outbound JIT is not being used, there is less

incentive for the manufacturer to control outbound

transportation. However, a fairly large share of the non-users of

outbound JIT in the study had such control. Of the 65 non-users

that answered the question, thirty, or 46.2 per cent, said that

they had control, while 23, or 35.4 per cent, said that they

shared control with the customer. This was a somewhat higher

degree of single or dual control than among outbound JIT users,

probably because some JIT vendors were required to give control

to their JIT customers. The difference, however, was not

statistically significant.

Size of Shipment

Only ten, or 15.9 per cent, of the 63 non-users of outbound

JIT that responded to the question said that their outbound

shipment size had decreased in the preceding three years, while

27 said it had increased. The other 26 companies reported no

change in the size of shipment. This is in contrast with the

experience of outbound JIT users where 52.6 per cent had smaller

shipment size after adopting outbound JIT. The difference was

statistically significant at the .01 significance level. Thus,

the adoption of JIT had some effect on shipment size but not as

often as the theory of JIT calls for.
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A lumber processor said that the size of shipments had

decreased some because one of its customers had asked for it. A

manufacturer of packaging material reported that smaller outbound

shipments had occurred because some customers wanted to carry

less inventory. A computer forms printer reported that smaller

shipments had occurred after the company added some small order

"stock" items to its line to go with its custom order business. A

manufacturer of windows and doors said its shipments had become

smaller because business volume had decreased. In contrast,

several manufacturers said that the size of outbound shipments

had increased in the preceding three years because of an increase

in sales volume.

Frequency of Shipment

Non-users of outbound JIT were asked if the frequency of

outbound shipments changed during the preceding three years. Of

the 64 manufacturers that answered the question, only three said

that the frequency had become less, while forty, or 62.5 per

cent, said that the frequency had increased, and 21 said that

there had been no change in frequency. When comparing these data

with the 68.4 per cent of outbound JIT users that said that their

frequency had increased after adopting outbound JIT, it is seen

that there were similar results in the two groups. The difference

was not statistically significant, thereby bringing into question

the effect of outbound JIT on the frequency of shipment.
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Thus, although there was little movement toward smaller

shipments among the non-users of outbound JIT, there was

considerable movement toward greater frequency of shipment. The

obvious explanation is that the greater frequency was caused by

larger business volume and probably had little or nothing to do

with the size of shipments. Several respondents gave this

explanation. In some cases, however, respondents indicated that

smaller shipment size and greater frequency did go together,

i.e., one led to the other, and were a response to what customers

wanted.

Length of Haul

The reader will recall that the assumption about length of

haul was not verified by the inbound JIT users and non-users in

the study, or by the users of outbound JIT. Only 5.3 per cent of

the outbound JIT firms said that there had been a decrease in the

outbound length of haul after adopting outbound JIT. In regard to

the 58 non-users of outbound JIT that answered the question, only

two said that the outbound length of haul had decreased in the

preceding three years. This was 3.4 per cent, similar to the 5.3

per cent reported by outbound JIT users (there was no

statistically significant difference between them), meaning that

the adoption of JIT probably had little, if any, effect on the

length of outbound haul.
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Number of Carriers

Of the 63 non-users of outbound JIT that replied to the

question, seventeen, or 27.0 per cent, used a smaller number of

carriers during the preceding three years, 22, or 34.9 per cent,

used a larger number, and 24 experienced no change in the number

of outbound carriers used. The proportion using a smaller number

of carriers, 27.0 per cent, was virtually the same as with users

of outbound JIT, where it was 26.3 per cent, indicating that the

implementation of JIT probably had no bearing on the matter.

There was no statistically significant difference between the

two. As with inbound movements, the results substantially refute

the theory of JIT on this question, which calls for a smaller

number of carriers.

Two of the respondents that used a smaller number of

carriers said that the reason was to get better service. A

manufacturer of wood and corrugated packaging products said that

a larger number of outbound carriers were used because more

carriers were available because of deregulation of

transportation. A lumber processor reported that the number of

outbound carriers used had increased because the business had

grown in the three-year period.

Modes of Transportation Used

As noted previously, JIT users are expected to make use of

faster and more reliable carriers than would otherwise be the

case. Table 1, referred to earlier, shows the use of
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transportation modes by non-users of outbound JIT. The 59 non-

users that provided this information collectively used all forms

of transportation except pipeline, with most using more than one

mode. The extent of use was not asked for.

As was the case with the other categories of respondents

discussed previously, there was a heavy dependence on various

kinds of motor truck transportation. In regard to for-hire

transportation, 44 used common carrier truckload service, 37 used

contract carrier truckload service, 47 used common carrier LTL

trucking, 24 used contract carrier LTL service, seventeen used

air transportation, four used water carriers, and eleven used

railroads. Only six used intermodal rail-truck service.

Concerning private carriage, 29 used their customers'

private truckload service, and 27 used it for LTL shipments.

Their own private truckload carriage was used by 20 firms while

23 used their own private LTL transportation.

These data show that there were some differences between

users of outbound JIT and non-users relative to their choice of

mode. The JIT companies used about the same amount of truckload

common motor carriage as did the non-users and slightly more

common carrier LTL service. However, they used more contract

carriage, both truckload and LTL, probably reflecting the greater

need for closer relationships and more flexible service under JIT

systems. JIT users relied less on railroads than did non-JIT

companies but more on water transportation. JIT companies used

more customer-provided private trucking, both truckload and LTL,
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probably because their JIT customers insisted upon control of

their inbound transportation. On the other hand, the JIT users

depended less on their own private truckload service than did the

non-JIT companies, perhaps to avoid vehicle utilization problems,

but relied to about the same extent on their own private LTL

trucking. The only instance in which there was a statistically

significant difference between JIT users and non-users was in

connection with LTL contract carriage, where it was significant

at a .05 level of significance.

Changes in the Modes of Transportation Used

Fifty-two of the 68 non-users of outbound JIT in the study

reported a change in their use of outbound modes during the

preceding three years. In Table 2 it is shown that, collectively,

they exhibited a minor net increase in the use of common carrier

truckload service, a major increase in the use of truckload

contract carriage, a large increase in the amount of LTL common

carriage used, a large increase in the use of LTL contract

carriage, a minor increase in the use of air transportation, a

minor increase in the use of water transportation, a minor

reduction in the use of railroads, and a minor increase in the

use of intermodal rail-truck transportation. Pipelines were not

used by these firms before or during the three-year period.

The use of customers' private carrier truckload and LTL

service increased to a minor degree during the three-year period.

The use of the manufacturers' own private trucking for outbound
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truckload shipments increased moderately but the use of the

manufacturers' own carriage for LTL service increased to only a

minor extent.

Most modes showed a collective net increase in use by the

firms in the study, probably because of the growth of the

companies studied.

These results are not greatly different from what the JIT

users experienced after adoption of outbound JIT. The direction

of the changes was similar. The non-users appear to have made a

relatively greater shift to contract carrier truckload and common

carrier LTL service than JIT users did, and a lesser change to

common carrier truckload service and to air transportation. The

non-users made a relatively lesser change to customers' truckload

and LTL service and to their own private LTL trucking. However,

they exhibited a greater relative increase in the use of their

own private truckload carriage.

Transportation Costs

The information obtained from outbound JIT users, discussed

previously, did not show that transportation costs increased

after the adoption of JIT. Among non-users of outbound JIT,

however, a large share--36 firms, or 61.0 per cent--of the 59

companies that answered the question said that their outbound

transportation costs increased in the preceding three-year

period. Nine firms said that their costs did not change, and only

fourteen said that their costs had decreased during that time.
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The difference between the two groups of respondents was

statistically significant at a .01 significance level.

A lumber processor said its outbound transportation costs

had risen because of company growth during the three-year period.

This was probably true also of many other respondents. On the

other hand, a manufacturer of transportation equipment said its

outbound costs decreased because of transportation deregulation

and aggressive management of transportation by the company.

The fact that so many non-users of outbound JIT incurred

increases in outbound transportation costs in the preceding

three-year period, while most JIT companies did not have this

experience after adopting outbound JIT, indicates that, contrary

to the theory of JIT, its implementation did not lead to

increased transportation costs but, on the contrary, in many

firms it led to a decrease in such costs, while non-JIT firms

experienced the opposite result.

Part VII--CONCLUSIONS22

Characteristics of Just-In-Time Users

JIT, both inbound and outbound, is found extensively among

manufacturers in the states of Minnesota and Wisconsin, despite

their distance from major markets and major supply points. And

JIT is found among small as well as medium-size and large

manufacturers, and in remote locations as well as in large

cities. JIT involves a very large variety of manufactured
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products and both repetitive and non-repetitive manufacturing

systems. In short, it is difficult to generalize as to where and

for what products and manufacturing methods JIT is applicable,

contrary to the usual expectations concerning JIT.

Motivation for Adopting Just-In-Time

As called for in the theory of JIT, reduction in inventory

is often an objective in adopting JIT, particularly inbound JIT.

This is frequently associated with a co-objective of improving

the quality of the products or materials included in JIT systems.

The most common reason for not adopting JIT is that the situation

did not call for it.

Completion of Implementation of Just-In-Time

Implementation of JIT can be a long-term process and

complete implementation is rare in the sense that usually not all

inbound or outbound materials or products are part of the system.

This is because JIT is not suitable for some products and

materials and because of the difficulties in implementation and

the short time period during which most firms have been involved

in JIT. Development of JIT appeared to be more advanced on the

outbound side than on the inbound side.

Inventory Levels Under Just-In-Time

Inbound JIT has been very successful in reducing the amount

of inbound inventory carried by manufacturers, as is expected
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under JIT. However, outbound JIT has been less successful in

reducing outbound finished goods inventories carried by outbound

JIT users.

Just-In-Time and Transportation

Regarding transportation matters, there were some findings

that are inconsistent with the usual assumptions made about JIT.

For example, control of inbound transportation was generally

found among inbound JIT companies but control of outbound

transportation was found much less often among outbound JIT

users.

The idea that the adoption of JIT leads to smaller shipment

size was partially supported, in both inbound and outbound JIT

systems.

As to frequency of shipments, there is evidence that

whatever greater frequency occurred after implementing inbound

and outbound JIT systems would have happened without JIT.

The most clear-cut rejection of the theory of JIT is in

connection with the length of haul. There is no evidence that the

institution of JIT, either inbound or outbound, had the effect of

shortening the length of haul.

The assumption that inbound and outbound JIT systems reduce

the number of carriers used was also rejected, although to a

somewhat lesser degree.

The modal choices of the inbound and outbound JIT firms

generally conform to what would be expected of JIT users, i.e.,
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that faster and more reliable carriers are used. However, for

most of the modes, the choices were not statistically different

from what non-users of JIT chose.

Finally, unlike what the theory of JIT calls for,

transportation cost increases usually did not occur after JIT was

implemented, either inbound or outbound. In fact, the opposite

change occurred in some instances.

Implications for Manufacturers

This study indicates that there are opportunities for Upper

Midwest manufacturers and manufacturers elsewhere to implement

JIT to their advantage, whether as a user of inbound JIT or as a

JIT vendor or otherwise becoming involved in outbound JIT. These

opportunities exist for small firms as well as large firms, for

those in small cities as well as in large cities, and for a wide

variety of kinds of manufacturers in terms of products produced

and method of manufacturing. A manufacturer may be a good

candidate to be successful in a JIT program even though it does

not fit the usual characteristics expected of JIT manufacturers.

The chief benefit in JIT remains reducing the "waste" associated

with carrying inventory, often without increasing transportation

costs. Inventory reduction in the study was especially apparent

where inbound JIT was involved. Manufacturers must, however,

recognize that implementation of JIT is a long process that

requires a substantial commitment of time.
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Implications for Carriers

It appears that JIT represents an opportunity for for-hire

carriers, especially for contract motor trucking, and somewhat

less so for LTL common carriage, as more firms in Minnesota and

Wisconsin and elsewhere adopt the JIT concept or expand their use

of JIT. Private carriage also has a place in JIT, although not to

the same degree as that for for-hire transportation.

The fact that the study indicates that JIT can be

implemented successfully without reducing the number of carriers

used and the length of haul offers opportunities for those

carriers that otherwise would not be considered for use in a JIT

system.

A for-hire carrier can benefit greatly from becoming part of

a JIT system if it is willing to comply with what is required in

terms of shipment size, frequency of shipment, consistency of

service, loss and damage, and so on. The fact that long-term

shipper-carrier arrangements are sometimes part of JIT systems

means that traffic is sometimes "guaranteed" in the future,

removing some of the instability in for-hire carrier operations.

There are, of course, questions about the costs incurred when

operating in a JIT system, including possibly poorer vehicle

utilization caused by small and frequent shipments and empty

return hauls, and being compensated properly for what is done for

the manufacturer.23
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